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Abstract
GARDNER, B.D. Does altitude training benefit the sea-level performance of athletes? Purpose: The review was conducted to provide an insight into the possible benefits altitude training has on sea-level performance and possible ways that altitude training programs can be modified to achieve greatest improvements for particular individual sports utilising either the aerobic or anaerobic energy systems. A review of possible methods to detect responders and non-responders was also included. Methods: Limited to articles in English and those located in the University of the Sunshine Coast, Australia library database or available free online, databases “PubMed”, “Web of Science” and “Google Scholar” were searched (1992 through 2009) using the search terms: “altitude training”, “sea-level performance”, “hypoxia” and “athletes”. Citations were omitted if they excluded control groups. Results: Physiological adaptations were found in most subjects following return to normoxia, however, these adaptations did not always equate into performance benefits. This included elevated erythropoietin levels without corresponding increases in reticulocyte formation. Such benefits as increases in VO_{2max} (7%), red cell mass (9%), Hbconc., maximal power output, mean power output in 4min, improved running and decreased time-trial duration were reported in subjects at sea-level following altitude sojourns. The greatest benefit on the aerobic energy at sea level was in subjects who lived at altitude (>20h.day^{-1} at 2500m) and trained in normoxia for four weeks. The greatest increase in the anaerobic system was in subjects who spent 2h.day^{-1} exercising at 60-70% heart rate reserve for 10days. Conclusion: Further research needs to be done before it can be scientifically proven that altitude training enhances both aerobic and anaerobic sea-level performances. It’s also recommended that future studies not restrict the training program to that on a treadmill or cycle ergometer. Key Words: ALTITUDE, ACCLIMATISATION, HYPOXIA, NORMOXIA, SPORTS, MAXIMAL OXYGEN UPTAKE

Introduction
The use of altitude acclimatisation as a training stimulus was originally based on the information that highlanders (people born and living at high altitudes >2000m) have increased red blood cell (RBC) mass when compared to those born or living at sea-level (lowlanders) (3,10,13,25). The reduced partial pressure of oxygen significantly decreases at altitudes >2000m, stimulating increased erythropoietin (EPO) release due to tissue hypoxia (3,6). Increased serumEPO (sEPO), either from altitude acclimatisation, pharmacological interventions or blood reinfusion has been found to increase oxygen transport capacity that enhances the aerobic energy system (3,8,17,21). This increase will help lead to improved maximal oxygen uptake (VO_{2max}), and therefore improve athletic performance in sports relying on the aerobic energy system such as 10-000m – marathon run or road cycling (1). However, research into increased reticulocyte formation following hypoxic exposure
with increased EPO levels has been equivocal at best, and no such evidence has been found to confirm altitude training does increase sea-level performance (4,23). Poorer still is support that nitrogen houses or tents that simulate altitude hypoxia increase sea-level performance (3). However, many athletes still train at altitude and use altitude training techniques in the hope of gaining small improvements to win races. The purpose of this study was to review current literature into whether training at altitude, or using altitude tents does actually improve sea-level performance in athletes. It also includes a review on methods used to try and determine whether athletes will, or won’t respond to altitude acclimatisation. Finally the review summarises the findings on the best way, if there is, to use altitude training.

**Methods**

Several electronic databases: PubMed, Web of Science and Google Scholar were searched for citations published 1992 through 2009 using search terms: “altitude training”, “sea-level performance”, “hypoxia” and “athletes”. Additional citations were retrieved from the reference sections of citations identified from the database searches. Citations used in the review were limited to those available at The University of the Sunshine Coast, Australia library database, or were able to be viewed free of charge. Only citations retrievable in English were used in the review. Citations excluding control groups were omitted from the study to ensure any adaptations reported were because of altitude training stimulus, and not physiological adaptations to the training load.

**Results**

The majority (92%) of literature revised found altitude training elicited some type of physiological adaptation in athletes that wasn’t present in control subjects who only trained or lived in normoxia (Table 1). These adaptations though weren’t consistent across type and method of altitude exposure, and didn’t always enhance performance or oxygen carrying capacity as altitude training is believed to.

Many of the increases in aerobic performance associated with altitude training have been derived from studies that exposed athletes to either real or simulated hypoxia during rest or sleep (>8hours hypoxic exposure per day), and allowed them to train at sea-level or lower altitudes (12,13,23). This method of live high-train low (LHTL) allows athletes to maintain sea-level training intensities without complications associated with high intensity training at altitude (Table 2)(13).

The LHTL method was used in the most extensive altitude training study reviewed (12) that included 39 trained subjects (Table 1). The trial included a two week familiarisation lead in phase and four weeks of supervised training at sea-level before subjects were separated into a control group (normoxic condition; NC), or altitude training groups (hypoxic condition; HC). For four weeks, athletes under HC spent >20hours per day at an altitude of 2500m and trained at a lower altitude, while athletes under NC completed similar training whilst living and training at sea-level (12,13).

The authors reported that altitude training increased sea-level run times and VO$_{2\text{max}}$ in direct proportion to an increase in red cell mass volume in athletes under HC, and found no improvements in performance or oxygen carrying capacity in NC group who underwent similar training (12). This LHTL protocol was repeated using 22 elite athletes (mean VO$_{2\text{max}}$ >70mL. kg$^{-1}$.min$^{-1}$) and found elite athletes had similar physiological adaptations and improvements when returning to sea-level as non-elite athletes (23). However, due to the exclusion of controls, this study should be interpreted with caution.

Several other studies (4,7,18,20)(Table 1) that used simulated altitude and different LHTL protocols reported hypoxic exposure elicited similar or additional benefits in athletes on return to sea-level.
Additional benefits reported include: increased muscle buffering capacity ($\beta m$) (7), reduced submaximal VO$_2$ indicating improved running efficiency and economy (7,20), improved mean power output in 4 minutes (MMPO$_{4min}$) and maximal accumulated oxygen deficit (MAOD) (18). However, none of these increases were reported to be due to enhanced VO$_{2\text{max}}$ or oxygen carrying capacity as previously found (12).

Separate approaches using different LHTL protocols found no indications that LHTL elicits a positive training effect on sea-level performances (2,19,24). One study that used simulated altitude exposure of 4000-5000m 3h/day, 5days/wk for four weeks found no difference in sea-level values of athletes following altitude acclimatisation or those who completed similar training at sea-level (19,24)(Table 1). The study reported that this LHTL protocol has no benefit in enhancing submaximal HR, [La-], VE or velocity at VO$_{2\text{max}}$. It was concluded that this method of LHTL is not beneficial in improving sea-level submaximal economy or the oxygen transport system and would not enhance performance. A similar study found that although serum erythropoietin (sEPO) levels were significantly elevated following altitude training, they were not elevated enough to cause increases in reticulocyte production and would therefore not enhance athletic performance at sea-level (1,2)(Table 1).

An alternative altitude training regime to LHTL is the “live-low train-high” (LLTH) intermittent hypoxic training (IHT) method where athletes are only exposed to hypoxia during exercise. In LLTH, hypobaric chambers are used during exercise to simulate altitude with athletes residing and recovering in normoxia. The protocol aims at increasing training stimulus whilst avoiding any of the negative effects of prolonged altitude exposure (Table 2).

Time subjected to hypoxic conditions in LLTH varied from 30min/day to 2hr/day and were on average 10h/day less than in LHTL protocols (Table 1)(9,14).

The most significant increases found from LLTH on sea-level performance was from a cross-over study where athletes exercised between 60-70% of heart rate reserve for 2h/day for 10 consecutive days in a hypobaric chamber equal to 2500m (9,14). The authors reported that VO$_{2\text{max}}$, maximal power output (W$_{\text{max}}$) and mean power output were elevated 9days post-trial in only the HC group. W$_{\text{max}}$ was also elevated 2days post-trial in both the NC and HC groups, however, 9days post treatment the NC group W$_{\text{max}}$ had returned to pre-trial levels whilst the HC group W$_{\text{max}}$ remained elevated. It was concluded that this protocol increased both the aerobic and anaerobic energy-supply systems (9,14). These findings were in disagreement by a study that trained athletes exercised for 2h.day$^{-1}$ at lactate threshold for 3days.wk$^{-1}$ for 3weeks at simulated altitude ~2750m (11). No changes in W$_{\text{max}}$, arterial O$_2$ content, VO$_2$ at lactate threshold (LT) or VO$_{2\text{max}}$ were found in either the HC group or NC group, suggesting that LLTH doesn’t benefit sea-level performance.

Three studies using shorter duration of exercise.day$^{-1}$ found conflicting evidence of whether LLTH enhances the aerobic and/or anaerobic energy-supply systems (5,6,16). The first study used 30min.day$^{-1}$ continuous exercise above lactate formation for 6wks (J14) at hypoxia ~3850m (6). The only increase found in the HC group when compared to the NC group was increased muscle volume of the knee-extensors and increased muscle oxidative capacity. A second study on untrained athletes used three 10x1min bouts at 80% VO$_{2\text{max}}$ separated by 1min recovery bouts at 50% VO$_{2\text{max}}$, 3days.wk$^{-1}$ found no difference between the HC and NC groups. The evidence of whether LLTH is beneficial in normoxia remains controversial.
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Table 2. Complications associated with altitude exposure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factors</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>↓Cardiac Output</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓Blood flow to skeletal muscle</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑Pulmonary artery pressure</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓Immune function</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑Tissue damage mediated by oxidative stress</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑Risk of dyspnea, fatigue, and exercise intolerance</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓Intensity able to maintain in training</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

This review of available evidence indicates that altitude training may be beneficial at increasing the aerobic and anaerobic energy systems at sea-level, but at best remains equivocal. The majority of original literature used in this study did indicate some benefit associated from hypoxic sojourns, such as increased performance in both laboratory and field testing due to increases in VO$_{2\text{max}}$, W$_{\text{max}}$ and oxygen carrying capacity, but wasn’t sufficiently supported by other similar studies. Other reviews greater than this one have also failed to find substantial evidence on the benefits of altitude training on sea-level performance and conclude that further research in the area needs to be done (3,8,21,25).

One reason literature on effects of altitude training on sea-level performance remains unequivocal after numerous reviews is due to altitude training eliciting separate responses on individuals. Subjects can be separated into two groups: responders who benefit from HC, and non-responders who show no effect from HC. Currently there remains no method of screening for whether a person will respond to altitude acclimatisation or not (4,10). However, two articles found trends between those who did and didn’t respond to altitude training (4,10). It was found that responders increased EPO to a greater extent over the first 30h of acute hypoxic than non-responders. The exact cause of this greater initial elevation and maintenance of an elevated EPO level over 14days of hypoxic exposure is unknown and needs to be further studied (4). An alternative method to detect whether an athlete will respond has been to screen them for the I allele of the ACE gene. Athletes who responded typically had the I allele, which possibly exerts a response on the cardiovascular system (10).

EPO is an important hormone in the body which is responsible for the maintenance of RBC mass by stimulating reticulocyte formation when released (2). Hypoxic conditions are known to enhance EPO release, however, in the literature it was found that increased EPO release wasn’t always correlated with similar increases in reticulocyte formation (2). One possible reason for this may be due to normobaric hypoxia being used in simulated altitude exposure doesn’t elicit reticulocyte formation to the same extent as hypobaric hypoxia (2,13). Studies that did find increased reticulocyte production had increases in EPO concentrations of over 70% (14).

The review was limited by the number of citations retrievable.

In agreement with previous reviews, whether altitude training enhances sea-level performance remains equivocal. Increases in VO$_{2\text{max}}$, run times, as well as anaerobic measurements were all found following altitude sojourns, but have not always been able to be repeated. If one is to still use altitude training to elicit aerobic sea-level training effects it is recommended that they use the LHTL protocol and maintain at altitude for maximum periods of time per day. If adaptations are b

Although studies using individualised training programs designed by the athlete or coach, not the scientist might not be as statistically strong, more studies need to conducted this way. This is due to many of the laboratory training programs do not replicate training loads often undertaken by athletes who do train at altitude on their own.
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